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This work is in graph theory, more precisely in study of graphs embeddings. Study of graphs

embeddings plays an important role in computer science (theory of parallel computer). But

these problems are also studied because of their theoretical importance in discrete

mathematics.

The hypercube Qn is the most important graph from this point of view. The hypercube of

dimension n is constructed, by induction, with two copies of hypercubes of dimension n-1.

Most of the results of this thesis are about Fibonnaci cube of dimension n an other graph

which is also constructed by induction, but with a copy of Fibonacci cube of dimension n and

an other of dimension n-1.

In the second chapter the author gives a complete survey of classical known results about

Fibonnaci cubes.

In the chapter 3 and 4 the author consider the problem of embeddings Fibonacci cube in

hypercubes with a small number of fault in the case of the same dimension but also in the

general case.

In chapter 5 the author studies the existence of a Hamiltonian path in Qn passing through a set

of prescribed edges. He gives a complete solution of this problem.

The last three chapters are new results. All these results are already published or accepted for

publication. Thus the scientific contents of this thesis is really impressive and is clearly most

than sufficient for a doctoral thesis.

Furthermore the dissertation is clearly written. Even technical details are easy to read, a not so

easy job.

Tn conclusion from all points of view I am very satisfied with this work and I recommend

candidate for the grade of PHD.
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